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Abstract

Analysis  of  the  electronic  structure  and  local  coordination  of  an  element  is  an
important aspect in the study of the chemical and physical properties of materials.
This  is  particularly  relevant  at  the nanoscale  where new phases  of  matter  may
emerge  below a  critical  size.  X-ray  emission  spectroscopy  (XES)  at  synchrotron
radiation  sources  and  free  electron  lasers  has  enriched  the  field  of  X-ray
spectroscopy. The spectroscopic techniques derived from the combination of X-ray
absorption and emission spectroscopy (XAS-XES), such as resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering (RIXS) and high energy resolution fluorescence detected (HERFD) XAS,
are an ideal tool  for the study of nanomaterials.  New installations and beamline
upgrades now often include wavelength dispersive instruments for the analysis of
the emitted X-rays. With the growing use of XAS-XES, scientists are learning about
the possibilities  and pitfalls.  We discuss  some experimental  aspects,  assess  the
feasibility  of  measuring  weak  fluorescence  lines  in  dilute,  radiation  sensitive
samples,  and  present  new  experimental  approaches  for  studying  magnetic
properties of colloidal nanoparticles directly in the liquid phase.

Introduction

X-ray spectroscopy can provide the energy and the transition probabilities to the
excited  states  of  the  electronic  Hamiltonian.  X-ray  absorption  arises  from  a
transition from an inner-shell atomic orbital to an unoccupied bound orbital or into
the continuum and X-ray emission occurs when an inner-shell vacancy is filled by an
electron from a shallower inner-shell atomic or valence orbital.1,2 The two processes
are  combined  in  photon-in/photon-out  (PIPO)  spectroscopy  that  provides  rich
information on the electronic structure and thus the coordination environment of an
element (the analyte). A growing number of experimental stations3–18 at synchrotron
radiation sources and free electron lasers around the world provide researchers in
all  fields  of  natural  sciences  with  the  tools  to  explore  the  possibilities  of  PIPO
spectroscopy. Photon-out X-ray emission or X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy using
laboratory  X-ray  sources,  particle  impact  or  radioactive  isotopes,  realized  with
wavelength dispersive emission spectrometers with energy bandwidth around 1 eV



is  being  re-discovered  because  of  commercial  instruments  that  are  nowadays
available.  Interestingly,  this  development  was  to  some  extent  triggered  by
synchrotron radiation sources  that  allowed the study of  resonant  inelastic  X-ray
scattering (RIXS) because of the tuneable and brilliant X-ray source. The efforts that
went into the development of instruments for RIXS now also materialize in state-of-
the-art  laboratory  instruments  for  X-ray  emission  spectroscopy  (XES).  XES
instruments developed in the last years include both point-to-point scanning19–21 and
dispersive  von  Hámos  22–24 as  well  as  superconducting  micro-calorimeter
spectrometers.25 

The  incoming  energy  in  X-ray  absorption  spectroscopy  (XAS)  is  given  by  the
absorption edge and a beamline that is optimized for XAS thus ideally covers a large
energy range continuously. Figure 1 shows the calculated flux at the ESRF (6 GeV,
200 mA) for a given configuration of undulators and slits. The high electron energy
allows covering an energy range from 2 to well above 25 keV continuously with high
photon flux. The installation of revolver undulators that allow operation with two
different  periods  increases  the  flux  and  the  energy  range  where  the  undulator
fundamental  and third harmonic can be used. An important development will  be
new vacuum chambers with reduced minimal undulator gaps that will increase the
energy range for a given period and harmonic and thus increase the photon flux.

Figure 1 Calculated flux through an 1.5 mm x 1.0 mm (horizontal x vertical) aperture at 30 m from the
source for a revolving undulator (35 and 27 mm period) of total length 4.8 m (segmented into 3 * 1.6
m assuming perfect phasing between the undulators and 200 mA ring current). The dotted lines show
the increase in range when decreasing the minimal gap from 11.2 to 9 mm. The different ranges for
each period show the fundamental, 3rd and 5th harmonic.

The field of PIPO has grown enormously over the past decades and it is important to
limit the scope of this paper.  RIXS has become a powerful  tool  for  the study of
collective  excitations  that  emerge  from  the  long  range  order  in  solid  state
systems.5,26 Here, the dependence of the spectroscopic signal on the magnitude and
direction of the momentum transfer is an important information. We address here
experiments without macroscopic ordering of the atomic structure with respect to
the  X-ray  beam  (excluding  magnetic  moments,  see  below  for  X-ray  magnetic
circular  dichroism)  and  the  dependence  on  the  momentum  transfer  is  partly
averaged  or  simply  ignored  because  it  would  be  too  complex  to  consider  it
accurately.  Our  focus  is  on  hard  X-ray  XAS-XES  spectroscopy  recorded  with  a



wavelength dispersive instrument with energy bandwidth around 1 eV. The X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) signal shows a spectral sharpening effect
when recorded in fluorescence mode using such an instrument. The high energy
resolution fluorescence detected (HERFD) XANES spectroscopy has become a very
popular tool  to extract more information from the spectra.2,6,27–30 We furthermore
discuss RIXS with absorption into the K pre-edge of a 3d transition metal combined
with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (RIXS-MCD), a novel magnetospectroscopy
that is gaining attention for the characterization of magnetic nanomaterials.

We address in the following some experimental aspects that become increasingly
important with the multiplying use of PIPO at high brilliance X-ray sources. These
are radiation damage and the resulting limits of experimental feasibility, spectral
distortions due to over-absorption, a new approach for range-extended XAS, and the
influence of the emission energy choice in HERFD-XANES. The final section presents
examples for the study of colloidal nanoparticles where the hard X-ray probe greatly
facilitates the experimental procedure. We consider this article a continuation of our
previous publications that discuss general aspects of XAS-XES.1,2

Radiation-sensitive samples

The  higher  photon  densities  that  will  become  accessible  with  the  newly
available extremely brilliant source (EBS) at the ESRF beamlines, make the problem
of radiation damage even more pertinent. While the topic of radiation damage has
been thoroughly discussed and documented by the community of macromolecular
crystallographers31, the topic is much less a matter of research elsewhere. In X-ray
spectroscopy,  a  number  of  studies  reported  on  beam damage  effects.32–48 Dose
limits may vary considerably depending on the type of sample and the technique
used to characterize the damage. Mitigation strategies may concern the sample
preparation  and  conditions  during  measurements,  X-ray  characteristic  (energy,
pulse  duration),  data  treatment,  but  also  improvements  of  the  X-ray  detection
chain.  PIPO is a photon-hungry technique. The detection efficiency is low mainly
because  of  the  small  fraction  of  a  sphere  that  is  captured  even  by  the  latest
generation  of  instruments  (tens  of  milisteradians).6,12,49,50 Many  of  the  most
interesting  X-ray  emission  lines  are  furthermore  weak,  e.g.  the  valence-to-core
lines.51–53 The count rates in a PIPO  experiment may be as low as a few tens of Hz
with at an incoming photon flux of 1013 Hz. Damage of the sample under the X-ray
beam  utterly  changes  the  experimental  strategy  and  may  even  render  an
experiment impossible. 

Experimental protocols must be adapted for radiation sensitive samples. The X-ray
beam must frequently hit fresh spots of the sample. Dispersive (e.g. von Hámos)
XES instruments offer a great advantage here as the entire spectrum is acquired in
a single-shot without scanning, and the sample can thus be moved under the beam
during  data  acquisition.  Non-dispersive  instruments  may  still  be  the  preferred
choice for other reasons17 and are also used for radiation sensitive samples. Ideally,
one  records  a  full  spectrum  on  the  same  beam  spot  on  the  sample  because
variations  of  the  analyte  concentration  across  the  sample  will  create  artefacts.
However, acquisition times per data point below a certain limit (e.g. 1 second) will



render the measurement increasingly inefficient because of dead time for motor
motions. Continuous (on-the-fly) scans may be an alternative but are challenging to
implement for  XES in  particular  for  multi-crystal  spectrometers  because  a  large
number  of  motors  have  to  move  in  a  precisely  synchronized  fashion.  Error:
Reference source not found shows an Fe Kβ XES spectrum of Fe in green rust54

where each point was recorded on a different spot with 1 second acquisition time,
i.e. below the acceptable dose limit. After the full scan is completed, each beam
position on the sample is revisited and the count rate in the maximum of the Kβ1,3

line  is  recorded  in  a  second  scan.  The  final  Kβ spectrum  (blue  line  in  Error:
Reference source not found) is obtained by normalizing the first scan (red line in
Error:  Reference source not found) to the incoming flux and the flux-normalized
signal of the second scan.  Error: Reference source not found shows that this is a
viable approach to record data in radiation sensitive samples.

Figure  2 K lines of Fe in green rust.54 Each data point was recorded with the beam on a different
position on the sample. The spectrum is shown before (red) and after (blue) correction for the Fe Kβ 1,3

maximum signal from each spot. Both spectra are normalized to the incoming flux. The inset shows
the variation of the Fe Kβ1,3 maximum signal across the sample.

Another  strategy frequently adopted to prevent radiation damage in samples in
solution is the use of a liquid jet setup where the X-ray beam hits an uncontained
jet. The analyte is homogeneously distributed thus preventing signal variations as
observed for solid samples scanned under the beam. In this way, a large sample



volume is used in a single scan. However, even if this caution is taken, in some
cases the sample may still show beam modulation effects. We show an example for
Fe3+ in water solution, which is not stable under the X-ray beam. Figure 3 shows Fe
K edge HERFD-XANES data as a function of the elapsed time, measured on Fe3+ and
Fe2+ ions  in  water  solution  circulating in  a  liquid  jet  setup  previously  described
elsewhere.30 In this system, a liquid jet of 1 mm diameter is cycled through the X-
ray beam, which shines on the uncontained jet exposed to air. The jet speed was
100  ml/s  and  the  beam size  was  about  100  x  500  (vertical  x  horizontal)  μm2.
[Fe(H2O)6]3+ and  [Fe(H2O)6]2+ complexes  in  50  ml  solution  were  prepared  by
dissolving Fe(NO3)3·9H2O and FeSO4·7H2O salts respectively, in deionized water to
get a concentration of 0.1 M at pH ≈ 1.55,56 While Fe2+ in solution appears stable in
the beam, Fe3+ in  solution shows photoreduction effect  towards  Fe2+ over  time.
Recently, photoreduction of Fe3+ in solution was also reported in measurements at
12 K in a cryostat.57 It seems that Fe3+ in solution is highly unstable under the X-rays
and immediately  after  a  sample  portion  is  illuminated,  photoreduction  starts  to
develop and spreads over the remaining sample.



Figure  3 Stability of Fe ions in solution under the X-ray beam measured in a liquid jet setup. Kα 1-
detected Fe K edge HERFD-XANES of (a) Fe3+ and (b) Fe2+ ions are displayed as a function of the
elapsed time. The insets show a zoom in the pre-edge region.

Moving a solid sample under the beam (Figure 2) only provides good results if the
signal is dominated by the analyte fluorescence line. This may not be the case in
e.g. valence-to-core (vtc) XES in dilute systems where non-resonant Compton and
Raman scattering strongly contribute to the signal. Their contribution depends on
the incoming and emission energy and the beam position on the sample, i.e. the
ratio between fluorescence signal and background varies as a function of emission
energy and beam position. A second scan to obtain a map of the analyte signal
strength  as  previously  described  can  therefore  not  be  used  to  correct  for  the
variation in the fluorescence signal that arises from moving the sample under the
beam. In this case, one can choose to omit the normalization to the varying signal
across the sample and instead average over dozens or even hundreds of scans, i.e.
positions of the beam on the sample. It appears a reasonable assumption that the
signal  variation over  the spectral  range due to different  analyte signal  strength
decreases with the number of measured samples if there are no systematic errors.
To ensure this, all motor positions that are used to displace the sample under the
beam must yield identical experimental conditions. For example, one must avoid
hitting the sample holder as this would increase the background signal  and the
relation between emission energy and motor positions should be scrambled. This
protocol was used to record vtc XES of Mn in PS II (see below).



Figure 4 Non-resonant X-ray scattering (black) and vtc XES of Mn in the protein complex photosystem-
II  (red).  The  spectra  are  only  normalized  to  the  incoming  flux.  The  non-resonant  spectrum  was
recorded on ice with the emission energy set to 6580 eV and the incident energy scanned between
6500 and 7200 eV. It  was inverted and shifted to have the elastic  peak at  7000 eV. The Mn vtc
spectrum of PS II was recorded with incoming energy at 7000 eV. The acquisition time per data point is
0.5 seconds in the non-resonant spectrum and 56 seconds in the Mn vtc spectrum. Both spectra were
recorded under identical conditions (see Figure 6).

Figure 4 illustrates the challenges when recording vtc spectra in samples with low
analyte  concentration.  The weak fluorescence signal  sits  on a large background
arising from non-resonant scattering. The incoming energy should be chosen well
above the K absorption edge to avoid undesired resonance effects. It should also be
lower than the energy it requires to simultaneously ionize the K and L shell  (KL
edge) whose energy can be estimated by adding the L edge of the Z+1 element to
the K edge energy of the analyte, e.g. E(Mn K edge) + E(Fe L edge) = 7250 eV. 58

The KL emission lines are on the high energy side of the vtc lines and may render
an analysis more complicated.58 In the energy window between K and KL edge one
would  like  to  minimize  the  background from non-resonant  scattering  (Compton,
Raman). In the example in  Figure 4 we chose 7000 eV as excitation energy. The
sample is a frozen solution of the protein complex photosystem II (PS II) with Mn
concentration of ~ 0.9 mM.59 The background is about 3 times as strong as the
signal. The intensity of the non-resonant signal scales with cos2 of the horizontal
scattering angle with linear polarized synchrotron radiation while the fluorescence



signal is isotropic for a solution. Thus, one would like the XES suspended solid angle
as large as possible but close to 90 degrees, and a compromise has to be found
between detection efficiency and signal to background ratio. 

Estimating the required total counts 

The count rates for a given sample, incoming flux, and emission spectrometer can
be predicted  quite  accurately  which  is  important  to  assess  the feasibility  of  an
experiment.60 XES is generally recorded in single photon detection and the spectral
error is given by Poisson statistics.  If  a radiation damage study gives a maximal
acceptable dose,  one can determine the amount of sample that is necessary to
achieve  a  certain  statistical  error.  Often,  the  crucial  unknown  quantity  is  the
spectral change between two species that one aims to identify in the systems under
study. We can analyse the difference spectrum normalized to the spectral counts.
Ideally, two species give fully separated spectral features. This would correspond to
the spectral difference of 1. In most cases, the spectral features overlap and the
spectral  difference may only be as strong as 10 %. One then needs to define if
simply detecting a spectral difference suffices or whether a more precise spectral
analysis is necessary. The former may be sufficient in some studies while often the
difference spectrum requires a small error bar e.g. for comparison with theoretical
spectra.  Either  way,  the  required  counts  scale  with  the  square  of  the  spectral
difference.60 We discuss it in the following an example.

Valence-to-core XES is a valuable tool to track changes in the ligand environment of
metal  centers  in  catalytic  systems.  For  example,  the  manganese  atoms  in  the
oxygen-evolving complex of PS II cycle through different oxidation states to provide
the  required  electrons  for  the  water-splitting  reaction.61 In  such  systems,  low
analyte  concentration,  sample  sensitivity,  and  considerable  background  due  to
secondary decay processes can lead to very long acquisition times. In the following,
we present an estimation of the counts required to have a statistically significant
difference signal between two states of the PS II catalytic cycle. We have employed
an approach presented previously for the evaluation of required counts in dichroism
and  pump-and-probe  experiments.60 For  completeness,  we  briefly  illustrate  the
derivation of the formula given in the previous reference. We define the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) for each spectral point as the ratio between the average signal
and the standard deviation. Here we are interested in the difference signals and we
can rewrite the signal to noise equation as:

s=
C f−Cg

√C f +Cg
≅

C f −C g

√2C g

where the denominator is the standard deviation resulting from two processes that
follow Poisson statistics. In this case, Cg are the counts in the ground or initial state,
while Cf are the counts after one flash. It is well established that only a fraction of
the catalytic centers advance from one catalytic state to the next, and therefore the
counts after one flash are:



C f = f C e+ (1− f ) ⋅C g

where  Ce  are the counts in the pure, excited state, which we can couple to the
counts in the ground state via the relative change parameter defined as:

r=
C e−Cg

C g

The required counts in the ground state are then:

Cg=2 s2

¿¿

The equation can of course also be used for the comparison of pure spectra with
f=1. We apply the equation to determine the required counts (Cg) in the S1 dark
stable state of PSII.  Upon flash illumination, the system advances to the S2 state
with  one  of  the  manganese  atoms  changing  its  oxidation  state  from Mn(III)  to
Mn(IV).62 The  fraction  of  centers  that  advance  from S1 to  S2 depends  on  many
experimental  factors.  In the following, we assume  f = 0.9, which is probably an
upper limit. We determined the relative change from the theoretical vtc spectra of
the  two  states  calculated  using  the  previously  published  structural  models  and
protocols (Figure 5).62,63 At the maximum of the S1 state, the relative change was
0.02. If we require an SNR to be 2, then the required counts at the maximum of the
S1 state will be approximately 24 700. In this case, the number of required counts is
large, mainly due to the small relative change. This might be surprising, but not
completely  unexpected,  as  in  the  present  case  only  one  metal  center  changes
oxidation state while all of them contribute to the total vtc spectrum.

In the previous discussion, we have not considered the background due to Compton
or Raman processes. To include it, we need to change the starting SNR equation. In
the following, we assume that the background is identical in both measurements
and that it is proportional to the signal, with a proportionality factor n.

s=
C f −Cg

√C f +Cg+2 B ≅
C f −C g

√2C g+2 B=
C f −C g

√2 (1+n)Cg

The final equation for the required counts then becomes:

Cg=2(n+1)
s2

¿¿

For the PSII vtc XES measurements, the background is approximately three times
larger than the actual signal. In this case the number of required counts to get a
statistically significant difference increases by a factor of 4 to about 98 800.



Figure  5 Calculated Mn vtc XES spectra for the S1 and S2 state of PSII. The differences between the
states at the maximum of the S1 spectrum is indicated in the inset with a vertical black line.



Figure  6 Mn vtc XES of PSII. Spectra are shown for the dark-adapted state S1 and flash illuminated
samples. The Mn concentration was ~0.9 mM and the sample thickness ~ 0.8 mm. For more details on
the sample preparation see64. The spectra were recorded using 5 spherical analyser crystals (Si (440),
R=1000m, r=100mm) with the central crystal at 90 degrees horizontal scattering angle. The beam size
was 0.7 x 0.1 mm2 (horizontal x vertical) and the total flux 2*1013 photons/second. The acquisition time
per beam spot on the sample was 2 seconds and the count rate in the maximum of the K2,5 line was
~15 Hz on a background of ~45 Hz. The left inset shows a comparison between the 2 flash PSII sample
and a strongly damaged sample. The right inset shows the evolution of the intensity of the K1,3 line as
a function  of  time,  i.e.  with increasing dose (uncalibrated  emission energy = 6492.8 eV with the
maximum of K1,3 = 6491.6 eV for intact PS II; the incoming energy was 7000 eV). All spectra were
recorded at 20 K in a He atmosphere >300mbar.

Figure 6 shows the Mn vtc  XES lines of  PS II  in  the dark-adapted state  S1 and
advanced by 2 and 3 flashes. The total counts accomplished in the data is between
7000  and  10000  which  is  not  sufficient  to  establish  spectral  differences  in



agreement with our estimate.  A comparison with a strongly X-ray damaged sample
(left inset Figure 6) does allow to identify spectral differences because the relative
change parameter r is larger as the Mn ions are removed from their environment in
the oxygen evolving complex.40 The time evolution of the X-ray damage can be
monitored by recording the spectral intensity at fixed emission energy as a function
of time.  Figure 6 right inset shows an increase of the XES spectral intensity when
the emission energy is tuned to the high energy side of the K1,3 maximum of intact
PS  II  consistent  with  a  reduction  of  Mn.65 The  photon  density  was  3*108

photons/second/m  and  the  sample  is  fully  reduced  after  40  seconds.  Photon
densities three to four orders of magnitude higher than in the present study are
common  at  spectroscopy  beamlines  around  the  world.  Under  such  conditions  it
would be challenging to even observe the X-ray damage. 

Modulation of the sample under an X-ray beam is not always unwanted.  Desired
effects of X-rays can be local changes of the conductivity,66 emulating the effects of
heavy  ion  impact  and  combining  cause  with  diagnose  when  X-rays  reproduce
modifications that are otherwise achieved using optical or thermal excitations.67 We
show in  Figure 7 an example for  Eu in BaMgAl10O17.  In  its  oxidation state  II,  Eu
luminesces in the blue and it can be excited by UV light and X-rays. Degradation of
the luminescence properties  of  BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM:Eu2+)  was observed under
prolonged UV-and X-ray illumination. Combining X-ray spectroscopy with a probe of
the optical luminescence shows that the decrease in luminescence properties arises
from oxidation of Eu while the atomic structure remains intact. Interestingly, a large
percentage  of  Eu  remains  as  Eu2+ in  the  system even  when  the  luminescence
intensity arising from Eu2+ has disappeared. A possible explanation invokes “killer”
centers of a certain radius around oxidized Eu that prevent transfer of energy to
Eu2+ to let it luminesce.68 



Figure  7 X-ray  induced  oxidation  of  Eu2+ observed  in  Lα1-detected  Eu  L3 edge  HERFD-XANES  on
BAM:Eu. The inset shows the decay of Eu2+ XANES peak (blue) and of the integrated luminescence
(black) during irradiation together with the results of a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (red). Reprinted
with permission from ref.68 Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 

Following the previous considerations,  the amount of  sample that is required to
render an analysis of the data statistically meaningful is given by the experimental
setup. Cooling is the first measure to mitigate radiation damage and available at
most experimental stations. However, often cooling does not sufficiently slow down
the process of radiation damage or may not be desired or possible (e.g.  in situ
experiments).  Thus,  the  most  important  path  towards  improving  studies  on
radiation  sensitive  samples  is  to  increase  the  captured  solid  angle.  Despite  the
efforts made in the past, it appears that in view of the small fraction of a sphere
currently covered by XES instruments, or fluorescence detected XAS in general for
that matter, there is still considerable room for improvement.

Over-absorption

K. Hämäläinen used in 1991 an emission spectrometer to record the intensity of the
Lα1 fluorescence line while scanning the incoming beam through the L3 absorption
edge  of  Dy.  The  result,  compared  to  an  absorption  spectrum  recorded  in
transmission mode, looked like a dramatically line sharpened absorption edge.69 The
technique has been named partial fluorescence yield (PFY), high energy resolution
fluorescence  detected (HERFD)  or  simply high  resolution (HR)  XAS.  The  present
authors prefer HERFD-XAS for reasons explained elsewhere.2 It was subsequently
pointed out by several authors that a spectrum recorded in such a way does not
measure a signal  that is  necessarily proportional  to the photoelectric absorption
coefficient.70 This is often not a concern, e.g. when spectral evolutions as a function
of an external  stimulus are recorded or when the data analysis is based on the
comparison  with  model  compounds  that  are  measured  in  an  identical  fashion.



Furthermore, it is possible to calculate a HERFD-XAS spectrum using the theoretical
formalism of RIXS, i.e. the resonant Kramers-Heisenberg equation. 
HERFD-XAS  not  only  yields  sharper  spectral  features  but  also  suppresses  the
background arising from unwanted X-ray events such as those originating in the
matrix.  As the energy resolution is  achieved using wavelength dispersive optics
there  are  few  constraints  on  the  detector  which  allows  optimizing  the  linear
response. This leads to excellent data quality in HERFD-XAS, which is offered at an
increasing number of experimental stations. 
An important problem in HERFD-XAS is that it uses fluorescence detection (another
reason we prefer this acronym) where the spectral distortions due to incident beam
self-absorption or over-absorption can only be minimized but never fully excluded.
Spectral distortion due to over-absorption is minimized by reducing the interaction
of the incoming X-rays with the analyte until the X-ray penetration (as observed by
the XES instrument)  does not significantly change when the incoming energy is
tuned  through  an  absorption  edge  of  the  analyte.  This  is  achieved  either  by
decreasing the total absorption of the sample, i.e. making it optically thin, or by
decreasing  the  ratio  between  the  absorption  of  the  analyte  over  the  total
absorption. The latter is the case when the analyte is embedded in a matrix of high
Z elements.71,72 
While it is desirable to minimize over-absorption it is not possible if the sample must
be  measured  in  its  unaltered  state  or  the  particle  size  cannot  be  decreased
significantly  below  the  absorption  length.  The  spectral  distortion  due  to  over-
absorption  may  not  critically  compromise  the  data  analysis  if  all  spectra  are
measured with the same degree of distortion. One may also attempt to correct for
over-absorption,73–78 but this is not always successful as very precise knowledge of
the sample (composition, homogeneity, morphology, …) may be necessary.
Alternatively,  one  may  include  over-absorption  in  the  data  analysis  in  order  to
reduce the error. An approximate equation for the fluorescence signal is60,71:

f OA ( x )=kx
1−e−β (x +α )

x+α

x ∝ μ ( E ) ;α=μelse ( E )+g μtot (E f ) ; β=
d

sinθ ;g=
sinθ
sinφ

with the analyte absorption coefficient  (E), the sample and matrix absorption  tot

and  else and the angles between incoming and outgoing beam and the sample
surface   and  . The factor k lumps together subtended solid angle, fluorescence
yield, incoming photon flux, and spectrometer detection efficiency. Also, the high
energy resolution of XES selects only a part of the emission spectrum (e.g. around
the  maximum  of  the  K1 peak)  further  reducing  the  signal.  The  equation  is
approximate because a flat sample surface is  assumed and the variation of  the
angle   across  the  solid  angle  subtended  by  the  crystal  analyzer  surfaces  is
neglected. A more precise treatment has been proposed by Trevorah et al.74 

The  equation  for  over-absorption  cannot  be  solved  for  (E).  While  it  is  always
desirable  to  obtain  a  physical  quantity  such  as  the  photoelectric  absorption
coefficient in an experiment, we argue here that it  is not always necessary and



important conclusions can be drawn from distorted spectra. Instead of correcting
the measured spectra for distortions due to self-absorption we propose to use the
equation to fit a spectrum onto another spectrum that is distorted because of over-
absorption. An example is shown in  Figure 8 for Zn in Ga2O3.79 Zn-Modified Ga2O3

catalysts are interesting systems for photocatalytic water splitting. The catalyst can
be prepared by the impregnation method followed by thermal treatment where Zn
may be incorporated as ZnO or ZnGa2O4. Zn loadings may vary between 2 and 70
weight  %  (wt%)  and  over-absorption  effects  will  strongly  change  between  the
samples. We measured the two model compounds ZnO or ZnGa2O4 undiluted and
tried  to  extract  their  contributions  in  the  catalysts  by  fitting  the  HERFD-XANES
spectra recorded on the K1 line. A simple linear combination gives poor results
because already the reference spectra are strongly distorted by over-absorption. By
including over-absorption in the fit with  and  as fit parameters and the constraint
that all spectra must be normalized to the spectral area, a considerably better fit is
found. Including over-absorption gives a contribution of ZnO twice as large as in the
simple  linear  fit.  In  this  approach  over-absorption  is  considered  by  deliberately
distorting the spectra even more instead of trying to correct the distortion due to
over-absorption. The fitting procedure determines the degree of induced distortion.
This procedure can also be used to identify whether spectral changes are due to
real chemical changes or different degrees of over-absorption. 



Figure 8 Kα1-detected Zn K edge HERFD-XANES of Zn in Ga2O3. The spectra were recorded on undiluted
samples. The spectrum with 50 wt% Zn in Ga2O3 was fitted without (top) and with (bottom) considering
over-absorption.

Range-extended EXAFS

The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) signal in the XAS spectrum
spans typically up to about 1 keV from the absorption edge and a sufficiently long
available  data  range  in  k space  is  needed  in  order  to  perform  an  accurate
quantitative analysis.80 A problem often found in multi-element compounds is the
unfortunate interference between the absorption edge of the element of interest
and that of another element. For instance, this is the case for the W L3 edge (10.2
keV) EXAFS signal in the perovskite oxide system Pb2MnW1-xRexO6, where there is
interference with the Re L3 edge (10.5 keV).81 Extending the EXAFS range beyond



unwanted edges using a XES instrument has been presented previously82–84 and it
was shown that the method only works in dilute systems60 or if the two elements
are spatially separated and the unwanted element only occurs downstream of the
analyte.85 Another approach to address this problem is by combining HERFD and
total  fluorescence yield (TFY) simultaneous EXAFS measurements.  This approach
was  proposed  to  obtain  the  Mn  K  edge  (6.5  keV)  EXAFS  in  the  perovskite
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3, where the Nd L2 edge (6.7 keV) overlaps in energy.86 The unwanted
absorption edge appears as a dip in the HERFD-EXAFS data because fewer incoming
photons are available for the target element due to the competing absorption cross
sections.60 The contribution of the unwanted absorption edge is visible as a rise in
the  TFY-EXAFS  data.  The  Mn  K  edge  “range  extended”  EXAFS  signal  of
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 can be obtained by a linear combination of the HERFD and TFY data
that suppresses the contribution from the Nd L2 edge (see Figure 9 (a)). While the
contribution from the Nd L2 edge would limit the EXAFS range in k space to about 7
Å-1, the range extended EXAFS obtained in this way spans much further (see Figure
9(b)).  This  approach  is  successful  because  the  inverted  edge  absorption  in  the
HERFD-XAS data is not spectral sharpened and has thus the same spectral width as
the TFY data.  The potential  of  this  approach  may be especially  valuable  in  the
EXAFS characterization of multi-component nanosized systems like particles or thin
films where many elements usually coexist  and edge interference is thus highly
probable.



Figure 9 Range extended Mn K edge EXAFS of Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 at 80 K. (a) Comparison between TFY- and
HERFD-XAS data showing the Nd L2 edge contribution and the linear combination between the two
used to yield the range extended Mn K edge EXAFS. (b) k2χ(k) signal in k space where the asterisk
indicates the position corresponding to the Nd L2 edge energy.

The choice of emission energy in HERFD-XANES

HERFD-XANES is RIXS and the spectral shape thus depends on the incoming and
outgoing (emission)  energy.  In  many HERFD-XANES studies it  is  not  possible  to
record  a  full  RIXS  plane  (because  of  e.g.  radiation  damage,  low  analyte
concentration, time evolution). The emission lines are chemically sensitive, i.e. the
emission  peak maximum may change with  the analyte  chemical  state,  and the
question arises whether or not to change the emission energy for recording HERFD-
XAS when the sample undergoes a transition or for comparison between different
samples. One may choose to always tune the XES instrument to the maximum of
the emission line. This requires a scan of the emission energy to determine the



maximum before each HERFD-XAS scan. Alternatively, one chooses to use the same
emission energy for the entire study. In this case, it is important to carefully assess
the chemical sensitivity of the emission lines using model compounds and study its
effect on the HERFD-XANES data. Figure 10 shows as example a series of Ce L3 edge
HERFD-XANES  spectra  of  CeO2 at  different  emission  energies  around  the  Lα1

emission  line  maximum.30,87 Different  emission  energies  yield  different  edge
positions  and HERFD-XANES spectral  shapes.  The  best  experimental  strategy  to
adopt  depends  on the  study at  hand.  The problem is  most  pertinent  when the
emission lines show a strong chemical sensitivity, e.g. the K lines in 3d transition
metals.  The  deeper  the  core  hole  in  the  final  state,  the  weaker  the  chemical
dependence, e.g. the L lines of 5d transition metals where additionally the large
core hole lifetime broadening masks the chemical shift.

Figure  10 Ce L3 edge HERFD-XANES of CeO2 detected at different emission energies (top). Diagonal
cuts in the energy transfer versus incident energy RIXS map indicate the selected emission energies
around the Lα1 emission line (bottom). By varying the emission energy, the HERFD-XANES spectra shift
in energy and change shape. 



Colloidal nanoparticles

The  term  colloidal  nanoparticles  (NPs)   refers  to  a  mixture  of  solid  nanosized
particles (below 100 nm in at least one dimension) and a liquid medium such that
Brownian agitation overcomes any settling motion due to gravity.88 Among them,
colloidal magnetic NPs, which consist of materials that are ferro- or ferrimagnetic in
its bulk form, are currently intensively investigated as they lead to many important
applications  spanning  from  biomedicine  to  mechanical  engineering.89 However,
despite the impressive progress in the different chemical routes to obtain colloidal
magnetic  NPs  with  controlled dimensions,  shape,  crystallinity,  size  distribution,
surface  chemistry,  or  even  hybrid  structures,  the  resultant  physico-chemical
properties and their precise relationship with all these characteristics are still not
well understood. Within this context, PIPO spectroscopies appear as valuable tools
to obtain chemical, structural, electronic, and magnetic information with element-
selectivity.  Hard  X-ray  PIPO  spectroscopic  techniques  are  ideal  for  investigating
colloidal NPs under  in situ conditions (that is, directly in the carrier liquid) due to
two  main  reasons.  First,  PIPO  spectroscopies  such  as  HERFD-XAS  or  RIXS,  may
provide considerably more information on the electronic structure than standard
(photon-in) XAS. In addition to the spectral sharpening effect described before, the
two-dimensional character of PIPO may also lead to extra features like magnetic
moment  information  with  site-selectivity  in  the  combination  of  RIXS  and XMCD,
RIXS-MCD.90,91 Secondly, the use of hard X-rays implies both bulk sensitivity and
compatibility  with  complex  sample  environments  since  ultra-high  vacuum
conditions are not required. The probing depth is about a few μm versus a few nm
for  soft  X-rays  when  using  total  electron  yield,  which  ensures  that  the  whole
volume, and not only the outermost part, is probed. The bulk sensitivity has been
recently exploited in the RIXS-MCD characterization of various nanosized materials
where it was needed to access the entire volume: from buried thin films of a few
tens of nm92 to bimagnetic core-shell NPs in powder93 and liquid phase94 or even
binary  ferrofluids  composed  of  two  magnetically  different  types  of  NPs.95 The
magneto-spectroscopy  RIXS-MCD  is  indeed  very  well  suited  for  investigating
magnetic  colloidal  NPs  in  the  liquid  phase.  The  in  situ characterization  is  an
important aspect as the physico-chemical properties of the NPs may change in the
powder form. For instance, in powder the NPs agglomerate considerably more than
in suspension. The properties of the NPs can also be altered under the vacuum
conditions  required  by  soft  X-rays  and  measurements  of  the  NPs  directly  in
dispersion  in  this  energy  regime are  experimentally  rather  challenging.96 In  the
following,  we  provide  two  examples  on  the  applicability  of  bulk-sensitive  site-
selective RIXS-MCD (and HERFD-XANES implicitly) for characterization of magnetic
NPs in colloidal solution.

The first example deals with magnetite Fe3O4 nanoparticles measured in a liquid jet
setup. These iron oxide NPs are one of the most investigated magnetic systems
mainly  due  to  their  biocompatibility  and  hence  the  potential  for  biomedical
applications.97–101 These applications stem from the superparamagnetic behaviour
exhibited by sufficiently small  Fe3O4 NPs at room temperature, while at cryogenic



temperatures they are typically ferromagnetic. An interesting experimental method
for RIXS-MCD in situ characterization of magnetic colloidal NPs at room temperature
is the use of a liquid jet setup available at ID26 beamline of the ESRF (see Figure
11(a)). It is based on the same concept of a setup previously used for HERFD-XAS
measurements  in  CeO2 colloidal  NPs30 but  in  this  case  a  pump compatible  with
magnetic solutions and a magnet required for RIXS-MCD are included. The sample is
in  a  reservoir  under  magnetic  stirring  to  ensure  homogeneity.  By  means  of  a
rotatory gear pump a continuous flow is produced that forms a freestanding jet
after passing through a 1 mm open capillary and finally goes back to the reservoir.
The incident X-rays shine on the freestanding jet  and a compact  electromagnet
(field up to ±0.5 Tesla) is incorporated to provide magnetic saturation in the same
sample spot illuminated by the X-rays. 



Figure 11 Kα1-detected Fe K edge HERFD-XANES and 1s2p RIXS-MCD data of Fe3O4 NPs measured in a
liquid  jet  setup.  (a)  Scheme of  the  continuous  flow liquid  jet  setup  for  RIXS-MCD experiments  at
beamline ID26 of the ESRF. (b) HERFD-XANES spectra of 7 nm Fe3O4 NPs measured as frozen solution
at different total illumination times. (c) HERFD-XANES spectra of 15 nm Fe3O4 NPs measured in frozen
solution and powder forms. (d) HERFD-XANES spectra of 5 nm Fe3O4 NPs measured as frozen solution
and in the liquid jet setup. (e) HERFD-XANES spectra and RIXS-MCD cuts of a set of commercial Fe 3O4

spherical NPs (20, 10, and 5 nm size) measured in the liquid jet compared with bulk references.



In order to assess the potential of this experimental  method, Fe K edge HERFD-
XANES spectra measured in the liquid jet were compared with data collected in a
He-flow  cryostat  in  frozen  solution  and  powder  forms.  Measurements  in  frozen
solutions revealed photoreduction effects especially in small NPs (see  Figure 11b)
and thus impose a  limitation on the total  illumination  time per  sample spot.  In
addition to this,  in powder form the distortion in the spectral  shape due to self-
absorption  is  much  more  likely  to  limit  the  data  collection  due  to  particle
agglomeration (see Figure 11(c)). In the liquid jet setup, the sample is continuously
circulating, and the incident X-rays always shine on a fresh spot given the large
sample volume (around a few tens of ml), which is very useful to exclude radiation
damage effects that complicate measurements in static samples. This is particularly
relevant  for  highly  time-consuming  measurements  as  RIXS-MCD.  Upon  careful
radiation  damage  evaluation  in  frozen  solution  form  samples,  a  very  good
consistency is found with liquid jet measurements (see Figure 11(d)). We note that
measurements  in  the  frozen  solution  do  not  reproduce  the  conditions  for  the
biomedical applications and the characterization of the sample at room temperature
may be preferred. 

A set of commercially available Fe3O4 spherical NPs in solution (20, 10, and 5 nm)
was characterized by HERFD-XANES and RIXS-MCD measurements in the liquid jet
setup (Figure 11(e)). The samples were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and they were
dispersed in toluene. The HERFD-XANES spectra reveal significant size-dependent
changes in both the main edge and pre-edge region. The edge energy position of
the 20 nm sample reasonably agrees with bulk Fe3O4, but a chemical shift towards a
more oxidized phase is observed when decreasing the size to 10 and 5 nm. 1s2p
RIXS-MCD data were measured in the 20 nm and 5 nm samples at the maximum of
the Fe Kα1 line, which corresponds to a diagonal cut in the two-dimensional RIXS-
MCD map.90,91 Compared  with  bulk  Fe3O4 and  maghemite  γ-Fe2O3 (Fe2+-deficient
form of magnetite), both samples show a considerably reduced amplitude in the
dichroic  difference  signal.  The  main  contribution  to  the  RIXS-MCD  signal  in
magnetite and maghemite comes from the Fe3+ tetrahedral (Td) site.90,93 The small
RIXS-MCD amplitude compared with the bulk oxides indicates that the magnetic
properties of the NPs are strongly affected by the size reduction with a lower long
range ordered magnetic moment in the Fe3+ Td site sublattice for the 20 nm NPs
than  for  the  5  nm.  Finally,  from a  technical  viewpoint,  these  RIXS-MCD results
measured in a liquid jet setup show the feasibility of the method and open up the
door for bulk-sensitive magneto-spectroscopic characterization of ferrofluids without
the need to freeze the sample and avoiding possible radiation damage.

Note  added.  A  new  experimental  approach  for  RIXS-MCD  characterization  of
magnetic colloidal NPs in the liquid phase at room temperature inside a capillary is
presented in the communication by J. Kuciakowski et al. in the same special issue
(Manuscript ID NR-COM-04-2020-002866, currently under minor revision).

The second example of application of RIXS-MCD on magnetic NPs in the liquid phase
is given by the study of 7 nm core-shell MnFe2O4@CoFe2O4 NPs performed by N.
Daffé and co-workers.94 The magnetic properties of spinel ferrite colloidal NPs can
be tuned further  by combining deliberately  two different  phases  in  a  core-shell



structure.  The  idea  is  to  modulate  the  magnetic  anisotropy  to  enhance  the
performance in selected applications. The bimagnetic NPs investigated by N. Daffé
and  co-workers  consist  of  a  core  of  magnetically  soft  MnFe2O4 and  a  shell  of
magnetically hard CoFe2O4 with a very thin thickness (0.5 nm). 1s2p RIXS-MCD was
applied at the K pre-edge of both Mn and Co to study the two magnetic phases. The
measurements  were performed on  the frozen phase  of  the samples  (below the
freezing temperature of the carrier liquid, heptane) in a He-flow cryostat using a
dedicated  cryo-liquid  cell.95 They  were  kept  in  magnetic  saturation  using  an
electromagnet  that  provided  a  field  up  to  ±1.5  Tesla.  A  strong  dichroic  signal
ascribed to the contribution of tetrahedral Mn2+ ions was found in the Mn RIXS-MCD
map (see Figure 12(a)), while a weak signal with opposite sign was obtained in the
Co RIXS-MCD map (see Figure 12(b)) in agreement with the presence of octahedral
Co2+ ions. This result demonstrates the ferromagnetic coupling between the core
and the shell. In addition, the authors investigated the soft/hard magnetic character
of  the  core  and  shell  components  by  performing  site-selective  hysteresis  loops
sweeping the magnetic field (B) at maximum intensity RIXS-MCD features (i.e., at
constant incident and emission energies). These results were compared with similar
loops obtained using soft X-ray standard (photon-in) XMCD, with a probing depth of
only 2 nm. For the MnFe2O4 core (see Figure 12(c)), the RIXS-MCD loop displays very
large values of coercivity indicating an unexpected hard magnet character since
MnFe2O4 is a typical soft material. In the case of the CoFe2O4 shell (0.5 nm thick),
the same hard magnet behaviour was obtained in both experiments (see  Figure
12(c)). Meanwhile, the soft X-ray XMCD loop of the MnFe2O4 core, only sensitive to
the outermost layers, shows a coercivity comparable to that of the Co ions in the
shell. It was then concluded that a strong magnetic anisotropy is imposed from the
shell to the core, from low coercivity at the core-shell interface to large coercivity
inside the core. This unusual magnetic behaviour in core-shell  MnFe2O4@CoFe2O4

NPs could only be accessed by the combination of site-selective and bulk-sensitive
RIXS-MCD with surface-sensitive XMCD. 

Figure 12 1s2p RIXS-MCD data of core-shell MnFe2O4@CoFe2O4 7 nm NPs measured as frozen solution
in a dedicated liquid cell.  RIXS-MCD maps measured at the (a) Mn and (b) Co K pre-edge region. (c)



Hysteresis loops for Mn and Co obtained at the maximum of the dichroic signal in soft X-ray XMCD (L
edge) and in RIXS-MCD (K edge). Adapted with permission from N. Daffé et al.94 Copyright  © 2017,
John Wiley and Sons.

Conclusions

An X-ray emission spectrometer adds a spectroscopic dimension to X-ray absorption
spectroscopy.  Photon-in/photon-out  spectroscopy  dramatically  advances  the
element-selective  study  of  electronic  structure  and  coordination.  The  technique
brings  new possibilities  that  require  careful  study  and  understanding.  Radiation
damage is an important challenge for high brilliance beamlines and must take high
priority for all experimental sessions. The instrumentation can be further improved
in particular with respect to the captured solid angle.  We think that the possibilities
of PIPO are still not fully explored and we hope that this paper contributes to the
understanding and improving of the experimental possibilities and triggers ideas for
future studies. 
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